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Lines and Angles 

CAB = 48  (3 angles of triangle sum to 180) 

 

supplement (adds to 180) 

 

180 – 48 = 132 

SSM: 

• supplement of  CAB is obtuse 

• eliminates A and B 

 



Lines and Angles 

x is a consecutive interior angle with 45 

so its supplementary 

 

180 – 45 = 135 

SSM: 

•angle is obtuse 

•180 is “magic” number 

•180 – 45 = 135 



Lines and Angles 

Angles 4 and 5 are equal 

Angles 6 and 7 are equal 

Together they add to 180  2(5)+2(6) = 180 

so angle 5 + 6 = 90 

therefore angle 8 = 90 

SSM: 

•use corner of scratch paper to  

check and see if angle is 90 

 



Lines and Angles 

x + y = 90      complementary 

x – y = 18      difference of 18 

2x     = 108    (add line 1 and 2) 

      x = 54 

SSM: 

• complement  adds to 90 

• eliminates H and J 

 



Lines and Angles 

form linear pair numbers for each line 

 

lines with same numbers are parallel 

SSM: 

• extend lines using ruler 

•p and q intersect 

•q and r intersect 

• r and s intersect 

 



Lines and Angles 

Angles 1 and 7 are alternate exterior angles 

SSM: 

•angles must be with both lines 

•angles must be same size 

F, G, H are wrong 

 



Lines and Angles 

                    y2 – y1 
slope, m = ------------ 
                    x2 – x1 

 

Slope of QR is -2 

 

Slopes of B and D are positive 

 

Slope of C is -1/2  

SSM: 

•plot points and draw the lines 

connecting them 

 



Lines and Angles 

Angles 1 and 8 are alternate exterior angles, but 

are not equal 

 

Angles 1 and 5 are corresponding angles and 

have equal measures! 

SSM: 

•parallel lines say only one  

obtuse angle measurement 

and only one acute angle  

measurement 

•angle 7 is acute 

 



Lines and Angles 

arc #1 gives a pair of points equal distant from the 

drawn point; then arcs 2, 3, and 4 are drawn from 

those first points 

SSM: 

•not much help 

 



Lines and Angles 

put compass end at A and the pencil end at B 

draw an arc that crosses AQ 

SSM: 

•use scrap paper to measure AB 

• reposition on AQ 

 

 



Lines and Angles 

Put compass at P and draw an arc crossing AB 

From those intersection points draw an arc below 

the line from each intersection 

Connect P to the intersection (going through W) 

SSM: 

•Use scrap paper to align line 

with AB and see what lines up 

with P 



All three intersection, so some have all 

three characteristics 

 

or only two of the three characteristics 

SSM: 

•no much help 

Triangles and Logic 



invalid 

 

so 3 are valid and one is not 

 

A, B, D are all Law of Syllogism 

and are valid 

SSM: 

• read carefully and see which 

one makes sense 

Triangles and Logic 



Triangles and Logic 

perimeter of ABC is 21 

 

scaling factor is 2:1 ABC to EFG 

 

21  2 = 42 

SSM: 

•Use EF (measure of 10) as an 

estimator to measure perimeter 

of EFG 



Triangles and Logic 

contrapositive  flip and negate 

SSM: 

•not much help 



Triangles and Logic 

little side  bigger side 

 

match up the sides of the little 

triangle to the sides of the big triangle 

SSM: 

•not much help 



Triangles and Logic 

label one triangle with S for 

congruent sides and A for 

congruent angles 

 

SAS 

SSM: 

• label sides, S, and angles, A 

 

• two sides and one angle 

 

•answer A is not correct 



Triangles and Logic 

Order the measures of angles from smallest to largest:        45  <    65   <  70 

Replace with the letter of the angles                                     K   <   J   <  L 

Put in the missing letters of the triangle                               LJ   <   LK   <  JK 

Now the sides are ordered from smallest to largest:            LJ   <   LK   <  JK 

SSM: 

•Measure the sides with ruler 

or scrap paper 

•LJ is the shortest 

•JK the longest 



Triangles and Logic 

smallest side, 50, is opposite the 

smallest angle, X or ZXY 

SSM: 

•virtual alligator 

• smallest angle is opposite the 

smallest angle 



Triangles and Logic 

Take the smallest two numbers 

add them together 

if they are greater than the third, 

then we can have a triangle 

 

Three will work and one will not 

SSM: 

• try and graph it on graph paper 



Triangles and Logic 

height = 60 sin 75° = 57.96 

SSM: 

•a 60 foot ladder, raised at a 75° 

angle will be close to, but not 

equal (or greater than) 60 feet 

•only answer B is close 



Triangles and Logic 

Pythagorean Theorem: 

 

 8² + x²  =  10² 

64 + x²  = 100 

         x² =  36 

         x  =  6 

SSM: 

•Side has to be less than 10 

•only answer F qualifies 



Triangles and Logic 

Pythagorean Theorem: 

 

 a² + b²  =  c² 

 

Check each one 

SSM: 

•3-4-5 and 

•5-12-13 Pythagorean Triple 



Polygons and Circles 

360 (once around the circle) divided into 12 parts 

 

each part is 30 and arc WG is 4 parts or 120 

SSM: 

•arc WG is bigger than 90 



Polygons and Circles 

Answer A (opposite sides are congruent; parallelogram) 

Answer B (all angles are right angles; rectangle) 

Answer C (diagonals are congruent; rectangle) 

Answer D (only true if it is a square too!) 

SSM: 

• choice D does not look true 



Polygons and Circles 

int angle + ext angle = 180 

  135        +    ext        = 180 

                      ext        = 45 

 

number of sides, n is obtain by: 

 

n = 360 / ext angle  

   = 360 / 45  

   = 8 

SSM: 

•no real help 



Polygons and Circles 

sum of interior angles for a pentagon 

3180 = 540 

 

390 = 270 

 

540 – 270 = 270 = 2E 

 

135 = E 

SSM: 

•Angle is obtuse 

•Use scratch paper folded side 

•angle is halfway beyond 90 



Polygons and Circles 

Opposite sides are parallel 

 

Form triangle from (5,0) to (3,8) 

(left 2 and up 8) 

 

Go left 2 and up 8 from (1,-4) 

SSM: 

•Plot answer points 

•Only F & G are Quadrant II 

 
II 



Polygons and Circles 

Angle AOB is a central angle 

and its angle is equal to the arc 

 

Angle ACB is an included angle 

and its angle is ½ of the arc 

SSM: 

•Use folded paper (45°) to 

compare with angle ACB 

•Only 1 answer is less than 45 

 



Polygons and Circles 

46 = 3x 

  24 = 3x 

    8 = x 

SSM: 

•Use scratch paper to check for 

scale  NOT to scale! 

• slightly bigger than 6, but this 

eliminates only F and J 

 



Polygons and Circles 

Interior angles for hexagon:  120 

Interior angles for pentagon:  108 

 

Once around a point is 360 

 

360 – 228 = 132 

SSM: 

•Use scratch paper folded to 

check how close obtuse angle is 

to 135 

•Slightly less, but pretty close 



Polygons and Circles 

diagonals form isosceles triangles 

 

angle 1 is 50  

 

so angle 2 is ½ (180 – 50) = ½ (130) = 65 

SSM: 

•Angle 2 is middle acute 

•Eliminate answers F and G 

 



Polygons and Circles 

Once around circle is 360 

 

arcs AB + BC + AC is all the way around 

SSM: 

• circle is 360 (magic number) 

 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

Volume of swimming pool:  lwh 

                                               18103 = 540 

 

540  12 = 45 minutes 

SSM: 

•multiply each answer by 12 

and see what answer makes 

sense  



Three-Dimensional Figures 

number of boxes: 62  

 

capacity:  62  8 = 496 

SSM: 

•Count number of boxes 

•divide each answer by 8 to give 

number of boxes 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

Picture folding along dotted lines 

Any figure that has overlaps or gaps is not a net 

SSM: 

•no help 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

V = r²h = (3)² (5⅓) = 48 ≈ 151 

SSM: 

•use formula sheet 

• radius = ½ diameter 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

6          x 
---  =   ----        4x = 144       x = 36 
4          24 

SSM: 

• shadow is smaller than the 

height of the person 

•must be the same for tree 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

Vs = r²h = (2)² (14) = 56 

 

VL = 4 (scaling factor)  Vs = 224 

SSM: 

•use formula sheet 

• scaling factor 8/2 = 4 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

• from D to B is left 2 and up 2 

• from (-1,2) do the same 

SSM: 

• copy figure on graph paper 

•use scrap paper and copy figure 

and move D to new location 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

•Have to check each answer to see 

which is correct 

 

•Answer A 

SSM: 

•orientation changed for A , but 

not for C or B  reflection 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

                      y2 – y1        0 - -2         2 
•Slope, m = ---------- = --------- = -------   =  -1/2 
                      x2 – x1         0 – 4         -4 

SSM: 

• falling  slope is negative 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

•Midpoint ((1+7)/2, (1+7)/2) = (8/2, 8/2) = (4,4) 

SSM: 

•draw on graph paper 

•must be on line y = x 

• eliminates B and D 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

• line of symmetry must have the 

same things on both sides 

SSM: 

• copy figure on graph paper 

• fold over the lines 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

•Midpoint ((12-5)/2, (2-7)/2) = (7/2, -5/2) = (3.5, -2.5) 

SSM: 

•draw endpoints on graph paper 

•plots answer points 

 


